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Innovation

USP will explore the development of quality standards or other 
fit-for-purpose solutions to help stakeholders safeguard the 
quality of promising healthcare innovations that address patient 
and public health needs.

Summary

The biomedical innovations of today and tomorrow 
offer enormous promise for patient care. Given the 
accelerating pace of transformation in drug development 
and manufacturing, therapeutic modalities, and 
healthcare practices—coupled with the increasing 
complexity of therapies being administered to 
patients—USP has built a framework to explore and 
implement new and flexible approaches in standards 
development for emerging innovations. Recognizing 
that there are numerous organizations developing 
standards for innovative medicine modalities, USP 
is seeking to partner, when appropriate, to help fill 
gaps while leveraging its own capabilities to generate 
standards that support both product development and 

quality assurance. Some of this work is accomplished 
through the USP Research & Innovation (R&I) function, 
which was formed as a result of a 2015 Resolution; R&I 
undertakes a careful vetting and incubation process to 
explore promising healthcare innovations relevant to 
USP capabilities. Additionally, USP staff within Program 
Unit Teams scan the innovation horizon in biologics, 
chemical medicines, excipients, foods, and healthcare 
quality. This Resolution proposes that USP continue to 
seek opportunities to leverage its expert volunteer and 
staff resources, along with its convening power, to build 
standards that support product development and build 
trust in these promising innovations.
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Background

Across the 200 years of USP’s history, there have been 
significant therapeutic advancements in healthcare and 
drug development. In many of these, USP standards have 
played a role in fostering innovation and building trust. 
Today, medicines are becoming ever more complex, 
and their therapeutic effect is increasingly mediated by 
medical devices that deliver them or as enhancements 
to chemical therapeutics (e.g., to promote medicine 
adherence or to predict or avoid adverse effects). In 
addition, new manufacturing approaches are changing 
the way some medicines are produced, thereby changing 
the mechanisms by which their quality is assured and 
sometimes creating new product quality challenges. 
Finally, new approaches are changing how medicines are 
targeted and administered to specific patients through 
personalized medicine. 

Historically, USP has developed or adapted standards in 
response to changes in healthcare, drug development, 
or manufacturing. In 2015, the USP Convention 
Membership recognized the need to formalize this role 
by adopting a Resolution to “cultivate a robust research 
and innovation culture and operationalize a function 
within the organization to continuously assess new 
technologies and capabilities relevant to its standards-
setting activities and to identify, prioritize, evaluate, and 
develop new opportunities that respond to the needs of 
USP’s stakeholders and further its mission.” This gave rise 
to USP’s Research & Innovation (R&I) function as well as 
to concerted efforts within all functional areas across the 
organization.

Meanwhile, the foundation of USP’s work is to foster 
public trust in medicines, dietary supplements, and foods 
through standards that establish quality specifications, 
which are informed by scientific evidence. USP 
standards, both new and revised, help to build trust in 
medicines and can also facilitate innovation. In some 
cases, USP standards provide a useful starting point 
for new drug development. USP standards also help 
foster the development of new and generic medicines 
that promote widespread availability and access to 
generally more affordable quality medicines. Over time, 
new analytical technologies have arisen, and USP has 
embraced them to improve approaches for assessing the 
quality of medicines. 

As a standards-setting organization, USP is committed 
to working with stakeholders to build trust in healthcare 

innovations by developing new standards and other fit-
for-purpose solutions for these products as appropriate. 
For example, the rise of pharmacogenomics techniques 
in recent years has facilitated personalized medicine; 
early indications suggest that this could improve 
the quality and safety of medications prescribed to 
patients. To promote innovation and foster trust in 
these technologies, USP standards could inform the 
implementation of personalized medicine strategies such 
as pharmacogenomics. By extension, USP standards 
could establish trust in pharmacogenomics and thereby 
encourage greater use among key healthcare functions 
such as laboratory testing, drug information, and 
integration into electronic medical records.1

Creating a Culture of Innovation

USP is committed to fostering an environment that 
continues to promote innovation. Looking forward, 
innovation is driving several emerging shifts affecting 
medicines and healthcare, requiring USP to evolve its 
thinking on standard setting. 

• Medicines are becoming increasingly complex: 
In multiple ways—including how medicines are 
produced; their degree of personalization to specific 
patient populations or individuals; and how they are 
combined with other therapies, medical devices, 
or software—the medicines of tomorrow are more 
complex and will require new approaches to help 
ensure their quality.

• Healthcare is increasingly digitized: Every aspect 
of a medical product’s development, manufacturing, 
distribution, prescribing, administration, and 
pharmacovigilance is going through a rapid digital 
transformation. Like nearly every other industry, 
healthcare has a plethora of new digital tools that 
can be used to monitor, analyze, and react to events 
captured in ever-increasing data streams. Combined 
with the advent of purely digital solutions—such as 
digital therapeutics and the infiltration of artificial 
intelligence throughout many facets of healthcare—
this may require entirely new types of standards to 
help ensure quality.

• Supply chains are increasingly global: The supply 
chains for medicines have become tangled webs 
that cross numerous national borders. Ensuring 
the strength, integrity, and transparency of these 
complex supply chains will require new ways of 
thinking and collaborating around traceability for 
products and their ingredients.
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• Paradigms are shifting in manufacturing: From the 
burgeoning interest in continuous manufacturing to 
the emergence of on-demand 3D-printed dosage 
forms, pharmaceutical manufacturing is evolving in 
ways that require USP to understand and adapt to 
these trends. 

USP encourages a culture of innovation throughout 
the organization in all areas and activities, with distinct 
yet overlapping approaches. The USP Research & 
Innovation (R&I) function explores emerging trends and 
technologies and helps foster a culture of innovation 
by strengthening the supporting infrastructure across 
USP, thereby accelerating the generation of novel ideas 
including those proposed by staff and expert volunteers. 
Additionally, Program Unit Teams across USP pursue 
innovation in their respective disciplines.

USP’s Research & Innovation Function

The vast array of innovations in healthcare practices and 
technologies means that USP must prioritize its work 
across the biomedical innovation landscape. Research 
& Innovation (R&I) explores emerging technologies and 
trends likely to impact industry, particularly the use of 
USP’s quality standards, or the way USP develops them. 
R&I operates in two ways: first, it makes a set of tools 
available to the rest of USP to foster innovation and 
continuous improvement of standards-setting activities; 
second, R&I systematically investigates new scientific 
and technological opportunities. R&I has become vital to 
USP. In the past five years, this division has grown from a 

concept on paper to a team of more than a dozen full-time 
staffers scanning for new ideas and shepherding them 
through the R&I project lifecycle (see box on page 4). 

R&I does not develop standards directly. Its approach is 
to conduct research on topics that may enter the regular 
USP public process for standards-setting, at a later point. 
R&I’s systematic process aims to uncover trends that 
will enable the development of quality standards or their 
utilization in new modalities for drug manufacturing 
or delivery. The overarching goal is to ensure quality 
outcomes for the next generation of medical products 
and technologies through internal research and early 
collaboration with external organizations. 

Aligned to the innovation-driven shifts described in the 
previous section, the R&I pipeline has a dynamic portfolio 
of projects designed to better understand and adapt to 
evolving trends in product quality assurance, analytical 
methods, production and distribution, and informatics. A 
few examples from this portfolio are described below:

• Proof of Concept in Product Quality Assurance 
– Digital Therapeutics: Digital therapeutics is an 
evolving and rapidly growing industry. In recent 
years, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
has approved several digital therapies to treat 
substance use disorders, type 2 diabetes, respiratory 
disease, schizophrenia, and other disorders. At the 
request of stakeholders from the digital therapeutics 
industry, R&I is exploring how USP may play a role 
in ensuring the quality of these new modalities 

R&I Project Lifecycle
Ideation: The first step is to identify, collect, or 
catalyze initial technology ideas and trends—using 
horizon scanning, crowdsourcing, and stakeholder 
outreach—that may impact USP or the industry.

Concept Note: The second step is to begin 
outlining key technologies and trends to assess the 
potential need and fit for a Proof of Concept.

Proof of Concept: The third step is to identify 
potential implications, risks, and opportunities (for 
industry and USP) and develop an incubation plan, 
as warranted.

Incubation: The fourth step is to dedicate 
time and personnel to test hypotheses, generate 
evidence, or prototype products relating to 
emerging technologies or trends (helping crystallize 
the case for incremental USP investment and 
adoption) and propose an operating model and 
scale-up plan.

Organizational Adoption: The final step 
is to commit to and invest in select projects to build 
necessary capabilities and initiate the appropriate 
public standards-setting process.
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of medicines and how USP’s definitions of quality 
and quality attributes may be applied to digital 
therapeutics. USP may develop quality standards 
that address digital therapeutic product design, 
manufacture, and verification. Such standards would 
inform product manufacturers, regulators, clinicians, 
and end users as they work to develop, evaluate, 
or deploy digital health technologies.2 Through its 
proof of concept project for digital therapeutics, 
R&I has worked with stakeholders to examine and 
understand how standards for digital solutions are 
currently developed, and how USP’s involvement 
could help meet patient and public health needs for 
medical products they can trust, regardless of the 
mode of delivery (e.g., chemical, digital).3

• Incubated Project in New Analytical 
Technologies – qNMR: Although nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) has been used for many years, it 
has required expensive instruments and significant 
expertise. Recent advances in hardware and 
software have brought the cost down substantially 
and reduced the organizational burden of NMR 
instruments to levels that are comparable to other, 
more widely used analytical methodologies. This 
represents a significant opportunity because NMR 
is a primary technique that allows identification of 
known molecules as well as determination of the 
relative concentrations of known and unknown 
molecules in complex mixtures. Given the inherent 
advantages of NMR over other analytical methods, 
R&I is exploring whether quantitative NMR (qNMR) 
may enable the use of quality assurance tests that 
are faster and easier to perform.

• Organizational Adoption in Production and 
Distribution – Continuous Manufacturing: 
Pharmaceutical manufacturing is typically done 
as a batch process, which involves multiple starts 
and stops during production. Work-in-progress 
materials may be stored for periods of time and 
may be shipped to other facilities for finishing. 
Eventually, the process concludes when the 
finished product is tested; the results determine 
whether the batch is released to the marketplace. 
Continuous manufacturing changes all of that. 
Medicines are produced in a single, continuous 
process that runs from beginning to end without 
interruption or intermediary steps. As the product 
is made, quality is assessed in-line using a 
validated process. FDA is developing regulations 
for continuous manufacturing, and industry is 
increasingly adopting the approach because of 

its advantages. As this adoption accelerates, USP 
needs to ensure that its physical and documentary 
standards are ready and in place. As such, USP 
has made a significant investment in building a 
Continuous Manufacturing Team that collaborates 
with USP colleagues as well as academic, industry, 
and others involved in this space.

Innovation within USP Program Unit Teams

In every area of the organization, innovative ideas are 
raised, fostered, and moved forward to help USP improve 
public health through standards and related solutions 
that ensure the quality and safety of medicines and 
foods. Examples of innovation from USP Program Unit 
Teams include the following:

• Biologics: USP has launched standards-setting 
initiatives around components used in the 
manufacture of emerging therapies such as gene 
therapies and mRNA-based therapies. By providing 
tools to control the quality of ingredients and other 
components (e.g., enzymes, vectors) in these 
products, USP is helping to bring a new class of 
medicines to patients. USP Biologics also develops 
best practices and standards to control the level 
of trace elements in cell culture media, thereby 
supporting the streamlining of bioprocesses and 
enabling critical steps in a common component of 
biologics manufacturing. 

• Excipients: USP has developed standards for 
more than 150 excipients used in approved 
products; these quality standards are utilized by 
both regulators and industry, thereby supporting 
innovative drug development. To further facilitate 
drug innovation, USP also created a pathway 
to introduce novel excipients in the product-
development pipeline. Additionally, USP is creating 
standards for complex polymeric excipients 
used in controlled-released and parenteral 
dosage forms. This will help manufacturers in 
characterizing and selecting the right excipients 
for the intended use. 

• Foods: USP supports innovation by creating Identity 
Standards for complex and variable agricultural 
products such as honey and olive oil, as well as 
emerging ingredients such as plant-derived protein 
isolates. These standards will help ensure the 
integrity of the supply chain for products that are 
highly vulnerable to fraud and adulteration.

• Healthcare Quality and Safety (HQS): USP has 
developed a mobile application called <800> 
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HazRx® that healthcare practitioners can use to 
identify a hazardous drug; the app also provides 
the safe handling guidance outlined in USP General 
Chapter <800>. This solution also is available as 
<800> HazRx® DataSet, which can be integrated 
into the electronic systems and workflows used 
by healthcare institutions (e.g., hospitals). HQS 
continues its commitment to patient and healthcare 
worker safety through innovation and development 
of standards and other fit-for-purpose solutions 
that can be integrated into healthcare digital 
environments.

Alignment with USP Mission

For two centuries, USP has met its public health mission 
by leveraging its capabilities and standards setting 
across nearly every area of biomedical innovation. 
Given the abundance of opportunity for new medicine 
modalities and manufacturing advances, the opportunity 

to develop standards to support product development 
and quality assurance is enormous and will also yield 
exponential advances to patient care and public 
health. Pursuing these opportunities is at the core of 
USP’s purpose.

Resource Assessment

Additional resources required to supplement resources 
that are currently in place.

A USP Research & Innovation (R&I) function was 
established in the current USP cycle. To keep pace with 
biomedical advances, we will continue to explore ways 
to meet stakeholder need for standards. Additional 
resources will be required as opportunities move from 
exploration, to incubation, to standards development, to 
utilization among stakeholders. This work is undertaken 
with close engagement of stakeholders, through 
resources that are in place across the USP organization.
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